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(as) black as (one's) hat (one's) head is more than just a
hat rack

(with) hat in hand
a brass hat

a brick in (one's) hat a hat trick a hat trick of (something)
a tip of the hat all hat and no cattle at the drop of a hat
be all hat and no cattle be picked out of a hat be talking through (one's) hat
be talking through your hat big hat, no cattle black hat
bowler hat (one) out (of
something or some place)

brass hat buy straw hats in winter
eat (one's) hat eat hat

eat one's hat eat one's hat, to eat your hat
flat-hat flat-hatting fling (one's) hat over the

windmill
fried to the hat go hat in hand to (someone) go hat in hand to someone
go with hat in hand to
(someone)

hang (one's) hat on (something) hang (up) (one's) hat
hang hat hang on to your hat

Hang on to your hat! hang up hang up (one's) hat
hang your hat hard hat hat hair
hat in hand hat in hand, to go/with hat in the ring, to put/throw

one's
hat trick hats off (to someone) hats off to
have a brick in (one's) hat he wears a $10 hat on a five-

cent head
He wears a ten-dollar hat on a
five-cent head

Here's your hat, what's your
hurry?

hold on to your hat hold on to your hat!
home is where you hang your
hat

if the hat fits(, wear it)
I'll eat my hat

I'll eat my hat! jimmy hat keep (something) under (one's)
hat

keep (something) under one's
hat, to

keep something under your hat keep under hat
keep under one's hat knock (someone or something)

into a cocked hat
knock into a cocked hat knock somebody/something

into a cocked hat
knock something into a cocked
hat

lift (one's) hat more than just a hat rack old hat
pass the hat pass the hat (around) pass the hat round
pass the hat round/around pass the hat, to pick (someone or something)

out of a hat
pick something out of a hat pick, etc. something out of a hat pokey hat

hat
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pull (someone or something)
out of a hat

pull a rabbit out of (one's)/the
hat

pull a rabbit out of a hat
pull a rabbit out of a hat, to

pull a rabbit out of the hat pull it out of the hat pull one out of the hat
pull out of a hat pull something/a rabbit out of

the hat
put (one's) hat in(to) the ring
put (one's) name in the hat

put the tin hat on (something) raise (one's) hat raise your hat to someone
somewhere to hang hat somewhere/some place to hang

(up) (one's) hat
stovepipe hat
take (one's) hat off to (someone
or something)

take hat off to take off (one's) hat (to someone
or something)

take off hat
take off one's hat to, to

take one's hat off to take your hat off to take your hat off to somebody
take your hat off to someone talk out of (one's) hat talk through (one's) hat
talk through hat talk through one's hat talk through one's hat, to
talk through your hat throw (one's) hat in(to) the ring throw (one's) hat over the wall
throw (one's) hat over the
windmill

throw (one's) name in the hat throw one's hat in the ring
throw your hat in the ring throw your hat into the ring

tighter than Dick's hatband tin hat tinfoil hat
tip (one's) hat tip your hat top brass, the
top hat toss (one's) hat in(to) the ring toss (one's) name in the hat
toss hat into the ring under (one's) hat under hat
use (one's) head for more than
(just) a hat rack

wear (one's particular
profession's) hat

wear a different hat
wear another hat

wear more than one hat wear several hats wear too many hats
wear two hats wear two hats (more than one

hat), to
What's doing?
white hat
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